Legislative Insight

The Only Place You Need to Go for Federal Legislative History Research

Explore the legislative
history leading up to
enactment of U.S. laws
ProQuest Legislative Insight is a federal legislative history service that
makes available professionally researched compilations of digital
full-text congressional publications relevant to enacted U.S. public laws.

What are ProQuest legislative histories?

ProQuest Legislative Insight offers quick and easy
searching with targeted results.

ProQuest legislative histories are comprised of fully searchable PDFs
of full-text publications generated in the course of congressional
lawmaking. Professionally trained researchers compile and index
the histories following the highly regarded standards that have been
used to compile CIS legislative histories since 1984. Each history
includes the full text of the public law itself, all versions of related
bills, law-specific Congressional Record excerpts, House and Senate
documents, and committee hearings, reports, and prints. Also included
are presidential signing statements, CRS reports, and miscellaneous
congressional publications that provide background material to
aid in the understanding of issues related to the making of the law.
All histories are researched to include publications from previous
Congresses if applicable.
Follow the discussion, debate, and analysis that goes on as lawmakers
consider the bills that eventually become law. Discover the legislative
intent behind a specific law and improve understanding of the
legislative process. Gain insight into laws of interest to researchers
in areas of political science, government, or U.S. history. Understand
main themes and nuances of laws of interest to students preparing
for careers in business, public health administration, criminal justice
and security, education, or any other profession affected by federal
law and regulation.

What is included in ProQuest
Legislative Insight?

Historical-context fact sheets add background
and perspective.

Legislative Insight Part A offers 18,000 professionally researched
histories of laws enacted from 1929-2012. Nine thousand of these
histories are brand new and the remainder expand upon existing
CIS research for laws enacted since 1969. The histories for laws
enacted from 1969 to 1984 have been re-worked extensively to
ensure that they are researched to the same standard as the others.
Many of the more recent histories are based directly on CIS research
and include additional content such as Presidential signing statements
or CRS reports.
Legislative Insight Part B offers histories for 9,000 additional laws,
focusing on laws enacted prior to 1929.
A prospective subscription provides the opportunity for customers
to add histories for laws enacted from 2013 forward so users can
take full advantage of the Legislative Insight tools and functionality
when working with even the most recently enacted laws. Users can
access the full-text documents from the history compilation page or
from individual bibliographic records.

For more information about ProQuest Legislative Insight and other research solutions, please contact us at www.proquest.com

Why ProQuest Legislative Insight?
ProQuest Legislative Insight brings together full-text PDFs from
our digital suite collections, new PDFs created from our Bills,
Resolutions, and Laws microfiche collection, PDFs of presidential
signing statements, and our in-depth knowledge of the legislative
history research processes acquired during the creation of CIS Index
Legislative Histories over the decades. New functionality enables
both novice and sophisticated researchers to easily access full-text
content and work with it.
• Law school students and teachers research legislative intent
• Legal scholars research a single law or topic for a book or a law
review article
• Graduate students find content in a variety of fields and grasp
the nuances of laws impacting their chosen areas of study
• Undergraduate students understand the opposing views
expressed in the decision making that led up to enactment of
important laws such as the Social Security Act or the Civil Rights
Act of 1964
• Librarians and professors use our Legislative Process tool to
explain how a specific bill became law
• Students gain a better understanding about their nation’s past to
help them to become informed citizens of the future.

The Power of ProQuest Legislative Insight
ProQuest Legislative Insight offers a powerful functionality combined
with updated controlled vocabulary subject indexing. Content includes:
• Complete legislative history records citing and linking to all
relevant congressional publications

Dynamic legislative process tool makes clear
how a bill becomes a law.

• Full-text searchable PDFs of hearings, prints, reports, and
documents associated with each history
• Full-text searchable PDFs of public law texts and all versions of
enacted and related bills associated with each history
• Full-text searchable PDFs of Congressional Record excerpts (bound
or daily version as appropriate) associated with each history
• Full-text searchable PDFs of CRS reports and other background
materials
• Full-text searchable PDFs of presidential signing statements
• Historical context reports for each Congress to help students
understand what was going on in the U.S. when a law was enacted

At the White House, members of Congress watched as President
Truman signed the Legislative Reorganization Act on August 2, 1946.

Search the full text of all related publications
in seconds.

m, 800.521.0600, or pqsales@proquest.com. (For inquiries outside of North America, please email marketing@proquest.co.uk.)

Functionality and features
• Search in seconds within the full text of all
publications associated with a law
• Save citations in Bluebook format
• Sort history citation pages chronologically or
by publication type
• View individual legislative histories in conjunction
with an interactive legislative process chart
• Track and save searches
• E-mail search results and download fully
searchable PDFs
• Paste-to-search Popular Names of Laws
• Easily identify which versions of a bill are
associated with a law
• Easily access all versions of a bill in cases where
all versions are not related to the law

Unique and unprecedented, this official picture of the House of
Representatives in action, taken on Feb. 25, 1964, was a first in
American history. At the moment the picture was taken, the
House was voting on a tax reduction bill.

• Quick Search form offering type-ahead feature
• Facet-based searching, including subject, source, and area of practice options
• Guided and Search by Number forms
• Legislative history research help text
• Historical context fact sheets

Our ongoing commitment to make congressional information
accessible and easy to use
Our vision is to create compiled histories of all laws in which our customers express interest so that our service is the one
place to go for all Federal legislative history research. Our histories of the laws of the future will be released on a timely basis
and will be indexed as appropriate to return in subject-based results sets with the histories of laws from the past.

Get the whole picture with complementary products from ProQuest
Be sure to also check out our complementary Congressional resources and other unparalleled collections at
http://cisupa.proquest.com.

Explore ProQuest Legislative Insight today
For a free trial or more information, visit http://cisupa.proquest.com, call 800.521.0600, or email
academicinfo@proquest.com or marketing@proquest.co.uk outside of North America.
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